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A family-owned company based in Torrente, near

Valencia, SOHER was founded in 1942 by Vicente Simó

Iborra as a small foundry to manufacture bronze

sculptures. Since then, the company, which is currently

run by the third-generation, has turned into a leading

manufacturer of high-end furniture and accessories

and it exports more than 90% of its products to some

50 countries with the Middle East, Russia, Ukraine, USA,

UK and China as key markets.

SOHER creates an eclectic range of furniture and

accessories inspired by European classic styles (Empire,

Isabelline, Neoclassical, mainly) and the Art-Deco with

collections for bedrooms, living rooms, dining rooms

and offices. Thanks to the company’s highly skilled

artisans, who are masters of the techniques of

marquetry, gold-leaf and silver finishes and hand-

chiselling, the firm has managed to elaborate a

recognisable aesthetic that reinterprets styles with new

approaches to forms and materials.

Top quality wood, such as ebony, American walnut,

mahogany, rosewood, olive, oak, elaborate marquetry,

perfect lacquers, fine handmade relief patterns, gold

and silver-leaf finishes are just a few options in the

brand’s catalogue. All of which are designed to age

well and inspire a unique lifestyle narrative.
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Handcrafted by the finest Spanish artisans, the ASTORIA

Collection is a charming example of the brand’s

remarkable quality and style. It includes furniture for

different ambiences in the house – the living room, the

dining room and the bedroom.

The ensembles are curated, subtly luxurious and liveable

– the foundations of a welcoming yet refined home.

The combination of Vavona burl veneers, bronze

elements and top-quality leather makes a deep, intriguing

impact in the home interior scene adding a completely

new take on this Art-Deco-inspired furniture.
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Entirely made of Vavona burl veneer with precious bronze details and inlays, the

ASTORIA dining table is ideal for important meetings and gatherings with friends or

family. The 8-seater is a nod to deco styling, standing proudly on two robust

cylindrical pedestals with solid circular bases. Coming in a refined brown tone, the

marbled wood grain is embellished by delicate bronze ornaments on tops and feet

that accentuate the natural refinement of the piece.

The dining room set consists of four

main pieces, all of them essential to

create a glam dining space at home: a

table, a set of chairs, a stylish sideboard,

and an exquisite display cabinet.
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The dining table is complemented 

by a set of chairs and armchairs 

that come upholstered in 

luxurious leathers with engraved 

motifs on their back. With a subtly 

curved backrest, the design 

envelopes the sitter beautifully. 

For the interior, the finest foam 

padded inner is used for 

impressive comfort levels. The 

exterior is edged with bronze 

studding, bringing a flash of 

metallic beauty to the block colour 

creation.
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The ASTORIA sideboard is surely the focal piece of the decoration. Its clean-lined

body features an exquisite Vavona burl veneer in a brown tone that is accented by

the gloss finish and the impressive hand-made bronze handles, which are the

greatest focus of attention of the piece. The design is completed with three

central drawers and a beautiful bronze base.

Objects worthy enough to be displayed require a display cabinet equally worthy

of housing them. A combination of veneer, glass and bronze, the ASTORIA

cabinet, whose tonality blends perfectly with the rest of the ASTORIA collection,

features a sleek and stylish silhouette that is at once sophisticated and

unabashedly striking.
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The soft feel and effortlessly chic look of 

the design all combine to create a 

luxurious yet ultra-comfortable living 

room set. The perfectly styled sofas and 

armchairs, that unfurl evoking blooming 

flowers, provide ample seating for an 

excellent lounge experience.

All pieces come upholstered in top-

quality leather embellished by engraved 

motifs and metal accents.  The neutral 

palette adds sophistication while 

ensuring a calm, no frills vibe. 

The set in complemented by a round-

shaped coffee table and side tables that 

are offered upholstered in leather with 

beautiful marble tops.
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Superbly executed by SOHER’s 

master craftsmen, the ASTORIA 

bedroom is outstanding in its 

attention to detail.

Featuring geometric lines, which

recall the Art-Deco style, the

gorgeous fully upholstered bed

makes a superb focus adding

charm and glamour to bedroom

interiors.  

The bed is complemented by a set 

of beside tables and a dressing

table which are veneered with

Vavona, a burl from the root 

system of the Sequoia tree. Glam is 

accentuated by the original bronze 

handles and the golden bases.  

With their solid geometric design, 

the sumptuously padded armchair 

and the bench add comfort and 

unique style to the bedroom. 
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